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In recent years, numerous articles in linguistics have been devoted 
to the semantic analysis of the question sentences. Among the most recent 
ones are the works by Hamblin (1976), Bennett (1976), Ifarttunen (1977) and 
Peters (1979), all of whom proposed an analysis of the interrogative in 
tba kind of model theory developed by Richard Montague (1970, 197)). Among 
philosophers of natural language, too, the intriguing character of the inter-
rogative has ca1.2tured many, who produced a number of interesting analyses on 
this subject. Aqvist (1971, 1972, 1973), Belnap (1969), Hintikka (19711) are 
some of the moat prolific philosophers in this area. Earlier analyses of the 
interrogative have also been carried out by Bach {1970), Balcer {1970), and 
Katz (1968}, mostly in the generative-transformational framework. 

This paper focuses on a particular treatment of the interrogative by 
Karttunen in his 1977 paper entitled 1Syntax and Semantics of Questions,• 
primarily because it is the most comprehensive and workable analysis of all. 
In the course of analysis, I hope to show some of the underlying notions of 
Karttunen•a approach, outline a number of rules he employs, and illustrate 
a certain problematic solution he adopts. In the second half of this paper, 
I will propose a modification of Karttunen's model. It should be noted at 
the outset that the analysis presented here deals only with indirect ques-
tions, leaving behind equally interesting, but probably more complicated, 
areas of direct questions. 

Karttunen'a analysis of indirect questions is built on the syntax, trans-
lation rules, and the semantics of Montague's PTQ, by adding several more syn-
tactic and translation rules of his own, so that, as in PTQ, each syntactic 
rule corresponds one to one to the translation rule. The semantic component 
of PTQ is carried over into Karttunen•s model without any modification what-
soever. 

Before0 going· any further, let us briefly examine what a question sen-
tence is. Aqvist (1971, 1972, 1973) and Hintikka {1974) appear to hold that 
a question sentence is a kind of imperative with an epistemic operator. In 
other words, the question of the form 1 Who came to the party'?' can be equi-
valently paraphrased as 'Bring it about that I know who came to the party.' 
It is interesting to note that both of these (one a direct question and the 
other an imperative) have no truth values. As it is intuitively obvious, 
the imperative and interrogative do not have a truth value, but they are self-
verifying by virtue of the fact that they are uttered. If we talce this para-
phrasing to be plausible starting point for a semantic analysis, a direct 
question is, in effect, an indirect question. It follows that any reasonable 
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analyais of the interrogative must account for indirect .questions first. 

/\ very important matter that should be settled first is the question 
of what a question sentence denotes. Consider the following questions 
(1)-(3) and the answers (4) through (7) to (3). 

(1) Who came to the party? 
( 2) Who loves whom? 
(3) What is true of Kansas'? 
(It) The sunflower is the state flower of Kansas. 
(5) I-70 runs through Kansas. 
( 6) It is not the case that the sunflower is the state flower of 

Kansas. 
(7) Kansas is in Canada. 

/\s has been pointed out earlier, it is quite absurd to speak of a question as 
having some kind of truth value. Wachowicz (1975) has suggested that a ques-
tion like (1) should denote a set of individuals who came to the party, and 
(2) should denote a set of pairs of individuals in which the first element 
of each pair has a love-relationship to the second element. If she is correct 
in this respect, the denotation of the phrase 'came to the party' and the 
denotation of the entire question should have the same denotation set. Like-
wise, the denotation sets of 'love 1and (2) are equivalent. That is to say, 
there is no way of distinguishing the denotations of a verb phrase and a ques-
tion as a whole. This is clearly untenable. 

An alternative solution has been proposed by Hamblin (1976). He noted 
that a question like (1) can be satisfied (properly answered) by providing a 
statement of the sort 'John did'or 1No one did.' In other words, the deno-
tation of a question can be construed as a ~et of propositions expressed by 
statements that are complete answers to it. In a similar manner (2) denotes 
a set of propositions expressed by answers like 1John loves Lisa' or 1Pat 
loves Druce, 1 whatever might be the case in a given model. This approach 
has more· bearing on our intuition as to what a question might 'mean,' but 
it is not without problems. This shortcoming is illustrated by the fact that 
not only (~) and (5) can serve as answers to (3), but the denotation set of 
(3) should also contain the propositions expressed by a contradictory state-
ment like (6) and a false statement (7). 

In view of these deficiencies, Karttunen adds a new stipulation to the 
denotation set of a question, i.e., he proposes that a question denotes a 
set of true propositions that are complete answers to it, thus eliminating 
absurd answers like (6) and (7). This is, in fact, the view we shall adopt 
here. 

(8) below shows a list of new categories that are necessary for Kart-
tunen' s proposed analysis. A few words will suffice to illustrate the pur-
poses of these new categories. First, Q is the category of indirect ques-
tions, with the categorial definition t//t, a set of propositions. This 
is in accordance with our earlier assumption that a question sentence 
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8) Category name Definition Description 

Q t//t set of propositions 
IV/Q IV/(t//t) function from sets of propositions to 

sets of individuals 
WH t//IV set of properties of individuals 

cf. T t/IV set of properties of individuals 

denotes a set of propositions. The category IV/Q is the category of ques-
t:lon-taking verbs, mostly epistemic, such as 'know', 'ask', •wonder', 
~question', etc. They take a proposition as an argument, and return an 
IV-phrase like 'ask what John ate this morning.' WH is the category of 
WR-expressions like 'what armadillo' or 'which lobster,' defined categorially 
as t//IV, a set of properties of individuals. Dare WU-expressions like 
~what' and 'which' are not well-formed WH-expressions in Karttunen 1 s model, 
but this is a small shortcoming that can be easily remedied. It should be 
noted that all WH-expressions are of the same intensional logic type as 
non-interrogative T-phrases in Montague's PTQ (thus sharing a similar mean-
ing). In Karttunen's translation rules, 'what man' and 'which man' has the 
same intensional logic translation as 1 a man. ' 'Ihis might sound rat~er pecu-
liar, but is in fact a sound characterization as we shall see later. In-
formally, such WH-expressions may be thought of as unbound variables, in a 
very intuitive sense, into which a T-phrase may be quantified. The reader 
might think that 'someone' and 'something' are also unbound variables in 
the same sense, but technically, they contain only bound variables. 

Having given the categorial definitions, he precedes to define some 
new syntactic rules and their corresponding translation rules, as seen 
below. 

(9) WH-Phrase Rule (WHP) 

Ifo< « PCN' FWHP(ot) = 'whicho<, and,. what o<" , where FWHP{o<) E PWH" 

TWHP: If g(o<) =o<.1 , g(FWHP(o<)) = P3x[o<'(x)" P {x}] 
(10) Wil-Quantification Rule {WHQ) 

If o< e P WH, 'f E P Q containing an occurrence of PROn and tp does not 
begin with whether, FWHQ,n ( o{, <f) comes from lf by perfonning the fol-
lowing operations. 
A. If 'f' begins with]_, FWIIQ n(oe. ,cp) comes from cp by: 

i) subs ti tu ting~ for th~ initial '! in 'P, where o<. comes from o< 
by adjusting the case of o<. to match the case of the first 
PROn in Cf>. 

ii) 

111) 

deleting the occurrence of PRO in Cf • n 
replacing each subsequent occurrence of PRO in 'f by the 
unsubscribed pronoun whose case matches then gender of o{ • 
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D. If <p does not begin with 1_, then F WHQ n ( ol.. , <f) is derived from <(' 
by: , 

iv) substituting ;;( for the first occurrence of PRO in <p where 
c;( is as defined in i) above. n 

v) same as iii) above. 

TWHQ,n: ~f ~(o<) =o<', and g(tf) = cp 1 , then g(FWHQ,n(ot,cp)) = 
P[o<(t

0
('('(P)) )] . 

(11) Proto-Question Rule (PQ) 

Ift{'EPt' FPQ(<p) = r? 1f where r?fHQ. 
TPQ: If g( Cf) = 'f'' then g(FPQ( <f)) = p ["p A p = "<f']. 

(12) Question Embedding Rule (QE) 

If «f'EPQ' de PIV/Q and «(' does not begin with 1, then FQE{ J','f) = r i'f 1 

TQE: functional application. 

To see exactly how they work together, consider (13), a sample derivation 
of 'John asks which man works hard. 1 

(13) John asks which man works hard. 

First of all, Karttunen derives 1he7 works hard' using PTQ fwictions 7 
and 4. The proto-question rule, PQ, tak~s this as an argument and produces 
a proto-question of the form 1?he7 works hard, 1 prefixed with a'?' in front 
of the derived string. This is not a proper structure of ·English, but a 
theoretical construct from which a genuine 'embeddable' sentence of the form 
'which man works hard' is derived. The proto-question is then supplied as 
one of the arguments to the quantification rule, where the initial 11' is 
removed, he is replaced by 'which man', and results in the phrase 'which 
man works hArd.' The next step is to concatenate the question-taking verb 
'ask 1with 'which man works hard' to result in 'ask which man works hard,•. 
which is then strung together with 'John' to render the final product 'John 
asks which man works hard.' 

The translation rules proposed Karttunen gives us the following inten-
sional logic translation at the last stage of the derivation, as shown in 
(14), where.[ is the translation function into intensional logic. 

(14) g(john asks which man works hard) = 
ask' (j ,p 3x[man 1 (x) ""p I\ p = "hard' (work' )(x)]) 
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T'.d.s translation says infomally that John asks for that set of answers 
e:~~.iressing the true propositions, in which, for some man x, x works hard 
h true. This is just as it should be and seems to capture our understand-
k:,J of the question. 

Although his analysis is capable of accounting for many interesting 
CF.:i.r~ as, it falls short in some respects. In the syn tactic rules and the 
dffrivation, an alert reader might have noticed that the only opportunity 
fa!' a WR-expression to be introduced is when it is quantified into a Q-
ph~ase. It may also be recalled from PTQ that a T-phrase may either be 
introduced directly by a rule (direct introduction) or by quantification 
into a t-phrase (quantification introduction). As far as a T-phrase is 
concerned, therefore, the last chance for it to be introduced is when there 
is a t-phrase to be quantified in. This would mean that a WH-expression, 
which can only be introduced into a Q-phrase, will be invariably introduced 
later than any other non-interrogative T-phrases. In terns of scope rela-
tionship, the scope of the non-interrogative noun phrases •every man', 
1 some sardines' , for example, will always be smaller than that of WII-expres-
sions. Any attempt to reverse this scope relationship fails as Karttunen 
notes. He, however, neglects to provide an appealing solution to this 
problem. 

The effect of this scope ambiguity becomes very clear when we consider 
a sentence like 'John knows what grade every student deserves.' This sen-
tence is two-way ambiguous: the first reading is that John knows that there 
is some grade, C- for example, that everyone deserves; and another is that 
John knows, for every student, that there is a grade everyone deserves (Jolm, 
F; J-Ornn, A+; ••• ). In tams of a logical fomula, the first reading cor-
responds to having the existential quantifier before the universal quanti-
fier in •every student 1 (i.e., the latter is included in the scope of the 
fomer). The second reading exhibits the scope of the existential quanti-
fier in 'what grade' in the scope of the universal quantifier in •every 
student. 1 This phenomenon is illustrated by (15), where (15b) shows the deri-
vation for the first reading, and (15c) for the second. 

(15) a. John knows what grade every student deserves. 
b. john knows what grade every student deserves,t,PTQF4 

-~ 
john,T know what grade every student deserves,IV,QE 

~ know,IV/Q what grade every student deserves,Q,WHQ:5 

what ~t deserves him5,Q,PQ 

I I 
grade,CN PTQF4(PTQF (student), PTQF (deserve, he )) 

Translation: lmow 1 (j ,p 3x[grade' fx)" "p "'p =AVy[st5udent 1 (y) ... d'oserve' (y ,x)] 
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c. (blocked) 

------------------ ------e v o ry student,T,PTQFO what grade he4 deserves,Q,WIIQ:l 

I~ 
student,CN what grade,WH,llHP ?he~ diserves him1,Q,PQ 

PTQF4(he4, PTQF5(deserve, he1)) 

It is immediately apparent from (15c) that 'every student' cannot be 
quantified into a Q-phrase, simply because there is no rule that provides 
for it. Having noticed this, Karttunen resorted to some other means to 
reverse the scope relationship, and this was done by quantifying in •every 
student' at the very last stage of derivation, as shown in (16). 

(16) john knows what grade every student deserves,t,PTQlO:l 

/~ every student,T,PTQFO john know what grade he1 deserves,t,PTQF4 

studtnt,CN jo~ 
FQE(know, FWHQ:O (FWllP(grade)), FPQ(PTQF4(he1 , PTQF5(deserve, he0))) 

Translation: Vy[student'(y) -. know 1 (j,p3x[grade 1 (x)A"p"p = "deserve•(y,x) 

Notice that this is possible because only indirect questions are being 
dealt with in which there is a higher structure beyond the Q-level. As 
shmm in the translation of ( 16) , Karttunen arri vea at the second reading 
of (15a). Under this analysis, then, the sentence is true if and only if 
John knows, for every student, what grade he deserves. 

Let us pause here for a moment and reflect on what is at stake here. As 
I have pointed out earlier in the paper, a successful semantic theory of the 
interrogative should and must account for both direct and indirect questions. 
For this reason, it would be theoretically very plausible, as well as intui-
tively appealing, to be able to relate the semantic representation (whatever 
it is) of a direct question to that of the corresponding indirect question, 
and vice versa. So far, Karttunen has failed to give us an insight regarding 
how direct and indirect questions are related. More crucially, we are no 
better equipped than.before to determine how we should deal with exactly the 
same scope ambiguity we find in the corresponding direct question 'What grade 
does every student deserve'l' If we were to take the same approach Karttllllen 
took for the analysis of indirect questions, we would have no plausible way of 
deriving the second reading. 

There appear to be a few ways of avoiding this problem. One is to allow 
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the quantification of 'every man' into a Q-phrase by redefining the quanti-
fication rule. As Karttunen is well aware of, however, this produces a 
highly undesirable result. Another approach might be to take advantage of 
Hintikka's notion of direct questions. If this alternative is pursued, the 
question under analysis 'What grade does every student deserve?' would 
roughly have the following logical translation of the desideratum (Hintikka 
1974:124). 

(17) ( 3x)K (Yy{student(y) ~ deserve(y,x)) & grade(x)) ap 
In this formulation, K may be read 'I (the speaker) know that. 1 If this 
approach is correct, e~ry direct question would have a higher structure, 
since all direct questions will be embedded in the epistemic operator K • 
In this way, it may be possible to quantify •every student 1 {more generaT~y, 
any quantified non-interrogative expression) into the epistemic context, 
so that the desired scope relationship is attained. Unfortunately, however, 
this cannot be done because of the way it is formulated in Hintikka's work. 
In short, Hintikka's approach ~o direct and indirect questions also fails 
to account for this ambiguity. 

The third, and the simplest, way of solving this problem is to allow 
the introduction of WH-expressions directly bY the rules, keeping, at the 
same time, Karttunen'a WII Quantification Rule. In this way, it is possible 
to relate indirect and direct questions in a straightforward marmer, as well 
as disambiguating the sort of scope ambiguity that has been discussed here. 

Having adopted this position, our new set of syntactic categories will 
now include the following. 

{18) Category name Definition 

WH-DET (t//IV)/CN 

Description 

fw1ction from properties of individuals 
to sets of properties of individu~ls 

The category WH-DET ~.a the set of WU-determiners like 'what' or 'which' in 
phrases 'what man' or 'which student•. In syntactic terms, they combine with 
common nouns to produce WH-expressions. Semantically, they denote a function 
from properties of individuals into sets of properties of individuals. The 
following rule, shown in (19), is the fonnal rendition of WH-DET Rule, which 
performs the desired concatenation. The corresponding translation rule into 
intensional logic is that of a simple functional application. 

{19) WII-DET Rule (WII-DET) 

If o(. t PWII' and.p« PCN' then FWII-DET(o<,p) =re>(r where'"oef E Pt//IV" 

TWII-DET: Functional application. 

It is important to note that, by the addition of this rule, there is 
a possibility of generating an otherwise unacceptable t-phrase, 'Which man 
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works hard with which student', for example. It is therefore necessacy to 
add a stipulation in our relevant syntactic rules that these strings be 
disallowed as genuine t-phrases, unless they are going to be embedded into 
a question-taking verb. 

In (20), the two possible readings of (20a) (the same as (15a)) are 
shown, in which (20b) represents the analysis tree of the first reading, 
and (20c), the second. 

(20) a. John knows what grade every student deserves. 

b. john knows what grade every student deserves,t,PTQF4 

~ john,T know what grade every student deserves,IV,QE 

kno~ry student deserves,Q,PQ 

I 
every student deserves what grade,t,PTQlO:l 

~ what grade,WllP,Wll-DET every student deserves him1,t,PYQF4 

I 
PTQF4(PTQF0(student), PTQF5(deserve, he1)) 

Translation: know' (j, p["p A p = "':Jy[frade 1 (y) "deserve' (Pvx 
[student' (x) -t Ptxll, y)J ) • 

c. john knows what grade every student deserves,t,PTQF4 

---------------john, T know what grade every student deserves,IV,QE 

~ know,IV/Q what grade every student deserves,Q,PQ 

I 
every student deserves what grade,t,PTQlO:l 

every stud~es what grade,t,PTQF4 

I I 
student,CN PTQF4(he1, PTQF5(deserve, FWH-DET(what grade)) 

Translation: J?i:ow'(j, p["pAp = "vx[student'(x) -t deserve•(x, 
Q 3y[grade'(y)A Q b}l )]J ). 
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As it is clear from the tree in (20c), the Wil-DET-phrase 'what grade' is 
dire.ctly generated from the lexicon by WH-DET Rule, which is subsequently 
concatenated with 'deserve', and 1he 1 to result in 'he deserves what 
grade.' The T-phrase, 'every studentt, produced by PTQ tunction 0, is then 
allowed to be introduced into the t-phrase. In terms of translation, this 
amounts to a wider scope of the universal quantifier than the scope of · 
the existential quantifier in 'what grade, 1 a result WII-DET Rule is designed 
to obtain. 

The reader might have noticed that there is a slight difference between 
the translations of the second reading (see (16) and (20c)). In Karttunen's 
translation of the second reading, for instance~ it is quite clear that this 
sentence is true if and only if, for all the students in the domain of dis-
course, John knows what grade each student deserves. A moment of reflection 
is sufficient to determine that it is very unlikely that John knows the grade 
of every student in the domain, some of whom he might not know (observe the 
positions of the universal quantifier and the epistemic predicate know•). 
A more reasonable interpretation may be that he knows the grade of every 
student he knows, rather than of every student in general. This observation 
reveals that Karttunen•s version claims too much and leads us to a conclusion 
that_ the epistemic predicate must have, within its scope, tho universal quanti-
fier. This fact offers additional support for the derivation shown in (20c), congruent with the observation. 

In summation, I have argued for the direct generation of WJl-expressions 
from within the lexicon. The solution offered here is still very tentative 
and solves only a very small number of mounting problems we encounter in the 
analysis of the question. For example, if we choose to ignore the proposed 
existence of an embedded epistemic predicate, we cannot capture presupposition 
and other phenomena often seen in questions. Even if we accept the existence 
of such an operator, we still fail to arrive at those two readings we have 
been discussing in this paper. So far as this analysis goes, it appears that 
the problem of quantifier ambiguity is much more far-reaching than it initially appeared to be. 

NOTES 
1 I have profited from many discussions with Professor Choon-Kyu Oh 

during the preparation of my MA thesis, which served as a basis for the 
present paper. I am also grateful to Liess Vantine who read an earlier 
version of this paper. 

2 Answers and replies should be clearly distinguished. Answ8rs express 
complete propositions which satisfy the question, while a reply may be any 
utterance in response to a question. It may be thought that answers are 
special instances of replies. 

3Th!s approach may not first seem very appealing. In many genetically 
unrelated languages of the world, however, ·a striking morphological resem-
blance exists between indefinite pronouns and the corresponding interrogative 
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pronouns. English may bo one of a few exceptional cases in which no such 
overt similarity is seen. See also Nara (1982). 

4 lllntikka contends that the structure of questions is detennined by the 
interplay of quantifiers and the ~.nherent epistemic predicate know. For 
example, the question like the following is multi-ambiguous. --

Who remembers where she bought what'? 
(Bach 1970, Baker 1970, Hintikka 1974) 

This is because, Hintikka believes, there are at least five epistemic-
quantlfier combinations, each of which contributes to a different reading. 
'l'o put it informally, the combinations of the internal epistemic operator 
know, the quantifiers in who, where, and what will give rise to these 
distinct readings (See Hintikka 1974:123 et seq.). It should be carefully 
observed that, according to Hintikka, the question we are concerned with 
should never be ambiguous, but in fact, as we have noted throughout the 
paper, it is. In a quasi-logical notation, the question 'What grade 
does every student deserve'l' would have the following desideratum: 

( .3 x) (I know that (every student deserves x & x is a grade)) 

Notice that the existential quantifier is now allowed to come into the 
epistemic context, for this would represent another question 'What grade 
does what student deserve?• 
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